
GRAPHIC NOVEL RUBRICGRAPHIC NOVEL RUBRIC  
 

TITLE:TITLE: _____________________________________________  
 

AUTHOR:AUTHOR: ___________________ PER: ___ DATE:DATE:  __________ 
 

Scores given for the following components use the scale below: 
 

5 5 = Exceptional         44  = Great         3 3 = Satisfactory 
22  = Needs Work       1 1 = Incomplete 

 

THE ELEMENTSTHE ELEMENTS  
5-15-1  COMPONENTCOMPONENT  

 
Front CoverFront Cover  
- creative, enticing title with engaging artwork/design 

 
Dedication PageDedication Page (pg. 1) 
- simple and neat dedication on first page 

 
Title PageTitle Page  (pg. 2) 
- same title from cover is included on second page 

 
ExpositionExposition  (~pgs. 3-4)  
- introduces the setting, characters, plot, etc. 

 
Inciting Incident Inciting Incident (~pg. 5)  
- clear and interesting event causing a change/problem 

 
Rising ActionRising Action  (~pgs. 6-8) 
- events leading up to the climax develop the conflict 

 
ClimaxClimax  (~pg. 9)  
- satisfies the conflict’s intensification and anticipation 

 
Falling ActionFalling Action  (~pgs. 10) 
- events following climax lead up to conflict’s resolution  

 
ResolutionResolution  (~pg. 11) 
- solution or closure to story’s change/problem/conflict 

 
DénouementDénouement (~pg. 12-13) 
- answers other questions, includes cliffhanger, etc. 

 
About the AuthorAbout the Author  
- last page includes a brief description about the author 

 
Back CoverBack Cover  
- summary, accolades, quote, etc. with artwork/design 

 TOTAL TOTAL [60 maximum] 
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Scores given for the following components use the scale below: 
  

20 20 = Exceptional         1515  = Great         10 10  = Satisfactory 
55  = Needs Work       0 0 = Incomplete 

 
THE OVERALLTHE OVERALL  

5-1 COMPONENTCOMPONENT  

 
QualityQuality  
- Author proves that time has been invested in their 
work through the neatness and attention-to-detail 

 
LayoutLayout  
- Author has followed the graphic novel examples and 
using a variety of layouts for the pages of their story 

 
IllustrationsIllustrations  
- Author demonstrates that they have utilized the 
concepts and techniques discussed in class and videos  

 
LessonLesson  
- Author’s lesson is clearly presented and affective 

 TOTAL TOTAL [80 maximum]  

 
TOTALSTOTALS  

 Total from The Elements (front) 

 Total from The Overall (back) 

 FINAL TOTAL FINAL TOTAL [140 maximum] 

 
NOTES:    
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